
Minutes of Meeting of CBHHH Mismanagement 

 

Date: Wednesday 25th June 2020 

Place: At the palatial abode of Soft Top and Bicycle Bell 

In attendance: 

But For What - Joint GM/RA 

Tght Fit - Joint GM/RA 

Bicycle Bell - Hash Cash 

Soft Top - Hasherdashery 

Spoons - Hash Flasher 

Apologies: - from Seaman Staines - Beer Dray 

Meeting started 16.00hrs. Tight Fit was asked to take and write up the Minutes 

Hares / Pack Size / Recruitment 

With the “loss” of such luminaries as Dead Animal, Blind F*ck, Foxy Lady etc the Hash is now 

effectively down to 10 regular hares in reality. This puts pressure on Hare availability with haring 

couples having to do between 4-5 Hares per year. 

Average pack sizes have struggled to exceed 15ish. 

Decision: It was decided and agreed to push recruitment by taking paid advertising in Costa 

Blanca News. Tight Fit would look at some wording and costings for a one year placement with an 

authority to commit up to 150 euros for this task. 

Hash Cash Position (Euros) 

Here are some relevant facts and deductions 

● 1891.50 is being held by zee Germans 

● 639.00 is held by Bicycle Bell 

● 2530.50 thus being total cash on hand 

● Of the 639.00 being held by Bicycle Bell 

○ 422.00 has come from Hasherdashery sales 

○ C 200.00 has come from profits from Javea event (this being a late consideration by 

Tight Fit) 

 

The inevitable conclusion to all this is that we have NOT made any profits from runs since the 



beginning of the new Committee term So why is that: 

● We are paying more money out (quite rightly)to providers of post-circle Hash Nosh 

● We are running with reduced pack sizes 

Decision: This is not a bad thing. We are running with healthy coffers so the pressure to “make 

money” is not required. An increase in pack size (see recruitment above) would be beneficial to 

the income account. 

Stocks 

We have about 160 euros worth of ex-Javea bash beer on Seaman Staines / Snakebite’s 

shag-wagon. We have some items of Hasherdashery stock. 

Decision: Seaman needs to condition-taste the beers (big mistake??) in stock (accessible from 

this kummin Tuesday) to see if they are drinkable. The Hasherdashery stocks are considered as 

having zero value and the sooner we can rid ourselves of these items the better. 

 

Hasherdashery 

CBHHH has a small pack size. We therefore need a simplified approach to Hasherdashery buying. 

Decision: 

● We need a superbly designed shirt which stands in good stead for run milestones 25, 50, 

75, 150. 175. The same shirt to be issued with each milestone but embroidered with name 

and Run Number. 

● We need a second superb shirt/vest as generic, standard garments for general running and 

for sales to visiting Hashers. 

● Milestone 100 and 200 should be something different. As yet undecided. 

● We discussed some design ideas and Soft Top undertook to investigate. 

Assigning Hash Handles 

This is a particular bee in the bonnet of Tight Fit who insists that one of the most important 

“events” in a new hasher’s life is the Hash Handle. Hash naming should be treated seriously and 

reverently. It simply isn’t good enough for any of us, individually and at a whim,, to throw out 

random suggestions with very little knowledge of a newby’s background. A new hasher has to live 

with that name ... the least we can do is give it some serious thought. 

Decisions: 

● Hash Handle christenings only to be applied by Committee RA 



● The RA will discuss any naming with GM before any christening 

● Any recipient of a Hash Handle should have a minimum number of runs under his/her belt 

before naming. Let’s settle on 10 ... unless they do something REALLY stupid beforehand. 

All we have to do now is attract some new blood! 

Hashing in the Shadow of Covid-19 

This issue is going to be with us for some time. So we discussed this problem in length. 

Decisions: 

● Hares should not set runs through areas where there is likely to be a crowd. Think Javea 

Port area, Arenal Beach, 

● We continue to maintain social distancing during circles and post-circle Hash Nosh 

● Use of hash trophies (wigs, bitch bibs, hash penis etc) is suspended for the time being. 

● Hash runs shall be free of charge until end August. The use of ex-Javea event beers will 

soften the financial effect of this initiative (if any are left after Seaman Staines has 

quality-sampled) 

● Hand sanitiser available for all runs 

Future Events 

Naturally Covid-19 may change these plans but Camping Hash in September is the only 

consideration on the agenda for now. 

Meeting finished at 18.00ish with great food provided by hosts Soft Top and Bicycle Bell 


